It makes students understand the design and application of software in large systems from the perspective of engineering, and masters the basic theory and method of software engineering, then uses the knowledge to the analysis, design, coding and testing activities of software development. It also cultivates the good team cooperation ability and practice ability and has a certain analysis and problem solving ability and innovation ability. "Software engineering" is a basic course of paying equal attention to theory and practice, so there is a big difficulty in teaching implementation. The existing software engineering course has the disadvantages of not unified system, not clear position, not being divorced knowledge and reality, complex and abstract curriculum content and weak teaching practice. It will be boring and hard to understand to simply teach the abstract theoretical knowledge for the undergraduates who are lack of practical experience of software development.
Especially along with the development of software engineering, traditional teaching contents have been far behind the current theory and technology and cannot meet the requirements of modern software engineering talents cultivation. The teaching goal of this course is to make students understand and master the methods, technology and ideas of modern software engineering, and have the professional abilities to become a software engineer.
Therefore, how to make the teaching contents be advanced, teaching be vivid and real and practical effect be good have always been a difficult problem which is needed solving in software engineering teaching.
This paper introduces the overall framework of the implementation plan, combined with different types of computer talents cultivation, it also expounds the emphasis of the curriculum implementation and builds the practical teaching plan from two aspects of course experiment and comprehensive training.
II. THE FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS OF SOFTWARE

ENGINEERING
The purpose of the feasibility study is to put forward the problems which are needed to be solved but do not need to solve temporarily. Since then, stand in the angle of the efficiency, we should design it to get the best effect with the least man power and resource, after which the International Conference on Education, Management, Computer and Society (EMCS 2016) follow-up of software development can be successfully completed. In the present situation, developing software needs to get certain conditions, the analysis is as follows:
A. Economic feasibility
Economic feasibility study mainly contains cost-benefit analysis. For example, in colleges or universities, if the books management has not yet entered the stage of computer management, in order to complete the business of "buy-borrow-return", a large number of staff must be employed.
B. Technical feasibility
Technical feasibility study is the most difficult and the most important in the process of system development. If colleges or universities are willing to develop the library management system, it is necessary to consider that whether there is available system development personnel.
If not, agent is needed to finish the development. And the staff of colleges or universities shall learn the later maintenance.
C. Operational feasibility
Operational feasibility can determine whether the operation mode of new system is feasible. For example, our computer, network, maintenance personnel must be in place, or the system won't be able to normally operate for 24 hours a day.
D. Development plan feasibility
"Brainstorming" can be used to enlighten all kinds of feasible development plans, which will be selected after team discussion and the consent of the competent. Through the existing product prototype, demonstrate and explain demands to users in order to obtain the confirmation of demands; establish demand traceability matrix to start on vertical and horizontal tracking to the decomposition of users' demands. ·Targets and requirements of project ·Familiar with software engineering specification ·Establish Software engineering environment ·Collect users' demands ·Establish development teams ·Demand analysis ·Software design ·Define development process model ·User interface design ·Define project organization structure ·Coding and testing ·Estimate project size ·Develop plan of project schedule ·Assign personnel roles ·Write software project plan ·Install the system under test ·Perform functional test ·Submit defect report ·Modify software defect ·Deliver software ·Complete project summary 
III. THE ENGINEERING PRACTICE OF
